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A Study on the Madhyamika Method of
Refutation and Its Influence on
Buddhist Logic

by Shohei Ichimura

I
Despite modern and contemporary scholarship, logical analysis of the
Madhyamika method of refutation has not sufficiently opened the
scope of understanding. The past achievement in this field is tar
behind the level of metaphysical and religious interests in the concept
of sunyatd which the method was designed to demonstrate. This is an
attempt to abridge this disparity. My contention is that the Madhyamika dialectic has an intrinsic relation to the inferential structure of
Indian syllogism, especially, the dual rules of anvaya and xyitireka as
formulated by Buddhist logicians such as Dignaga. As part of a study
on this subject matter, I presented a paper at the Nalanda conference,
demonstrating the possibility that the method of dialectic may have
been innovated in parallel to the pre-Classical Abhidharmist method
of debate as recorded in Kathtivatthu. The purpose of this paper is to
clarify further the relationship between the Madhyamika method of
demonstration and that of syllogistic inference in reference to Nagarjuna's Vigrahavyavartani.

II
Of the major texts written by Nagarjuna, I believe the Vigmhavydvartanl is the most concise and comprehensive critique of the
realistic system of language and logical convention. The text is
equipped with his self-commentary which, at times, inserts syllogistic
arguments, but its attractiveness is, most of all, due to the subject
87

matter itself, for the points of issue are concerned with the question as
to whether words (sabda) or communicable symbols have their own
power of being (svabhdva), in the sense that they constitute an independent means of cognition (pramdna). Nagarjuna's critique does not
repudiate the practicality of convention (language and logic), but it
leads to the twofold conclusion: (1) words have no real objective
reference, and (2) they create only illusory subjective cognition. In
short, his refutation is designed to demonstrate these two phases of
our phenomenal or empirical universe by way of repudiating the
Naiyayika or common sense realistic conviction in the power of human
convention.
Traditionally, the Madhyamika method is defined as the absolute type of negation (prasajyaprathedha), which means that, in contradistinction to ordinary negation (anyonyapratlwdha), it does not accompany any counterthesis. Of the nature of words, for instance, the
Madhyamika negation of the Naiyayika thesis: "sabda is impermanent,"
does not mean to assert the MImamsaka thesis: "'sabda is permanent,"
nor does his negation of the latter mean to assert the former. What is
really intended by him is that "sabda is devoid of its own being (nihsvabhdva), hence void (sunya)." This is evident in the syllogistic argument Nagarjuna gives in the above text. "Surely, those which have
arisen in dependent origination are not in possession of their own
being," he claims, "because such own being is not found. Why? because their origination depends on the concatenation of causes and
conditions." 1 In similar token, he argues, we cannot find any svabhdva
in language, because their genesis is derived from multiple material
principles {mahdbhuta) as well as human anatomical efforts. Nagarjuna
even proposes his instantiation elsewhere in the text in terms of mdyd
metaphor for the practicality of convention (xyavahdra). He states that
assertion and negation are equally comparable to an interaction between magically created beings. 2 As my first step, I am obliged to
demonstrate how the Madhyamika applied the syllogistic form of argument to his method of refutation, and why this method was regarded as deficient.
Ill
T h e r e is good reason to believe that Bhavaviveka, the forefather
of the Svatantrika, who advocated the syllogistic argument, may have
obtained his idea of syllogistic formulation from the aforementioned
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type of demonstration Nagarjuna applied. In his Karatalaratna, Bhavaviveka gives two standard forms of argument, respectively repudiating the own being from phenomenal (samskrta) and transcendental
(asamskrta) dharmas, both of which, in the Abhidharmist doctrine,
constitute the ultimate building blocks of the entire universe. Let us
take the first one which is designed to repudiate phenomenal or
psycho-physical elements: 3
Thesis: Phenomenal elements are devoid of own being from the
standpoint of absolute truth (paramdrthatas);
Reason: Because their arising depends upon causes and conditions (hetupratyayatd);
Instantiation: Just like magically created beings.
T h e rivalling Prasahgika, however, who advocated the dialectic as the
sole method, vehemently denounced the Svatantrika for three basic
reasons. I believe that these reasons precisely point to the fact that the
Madhyamika dialectic itself is structurally rooted in and concerned
with the logical structure of syllogistic inference or demonstration.
First, the Prasahgika dialectician, such as Candrakirti, denounced the adverbial qualifier "from the standpoint of absolute
truth." Although this qualification was designed to indicate that the
given judgment is transcendental, Candrakirti regarded it as superfluous, serving no purpose, because non-Buddhists would neither
understand nor accept the Buddhist differentiation of the two levels
of truth (xyavahdra and paramdrtha). Second, as shown in the foregoing examples, not only Bhavaviveka but also Nagarjuna himself
applied their unique principle which invokes the Buddhist insight of
causality, i.e., "Whatever arises from causes and conditions is devoid
of own being." Here, the reason, "dependent origination," constitutes
an antecedent in relation to its necessary conclusion, "voidness." Or in
Indian tradition, these two are concomitant. Let us question, then:
Could this concomitant relation (or the Buddhist presupposition) be
accepted universally? The Prasahgikas thought that it could not be,
especially in matters of doctrinal controversy, because any refutation
based on the principle admitted by one party alone would not lead to
any conclusiveness. 4
Third, although the Prasahgikas do not seem to have brought it
to the forefront, there is the problem of inadequate instantiation in
those instances given by Nagarjuna as well as Bhavaviveka. No matter
how experientially profound an implication it might bear, instantia89

tion in terms of magical beings, dreams, or hallucinations, does not
seem to be really convincing to the mind of our common humanity.
On the other hand, non-Buddhists, such as the Mimamsakas, would
be prompt in proposing a counter argument as well as its instantiation, though this may not convince any Buddhists, precisely because
of their doctrinal difference. Why, however, does successful demonstration depend on adequate instantiation? Obviously it is because an
adequate instance is supposed to embody the logical validity of the
given argument, or the validity of the logical or causal relation between Reason (hetu) and Conclusion {sadhya). What are the conditions
that obstruct adequate instantiation, and how could this be improved?
All these questions may have been of prime importance for those
ancient doctors of Buddhism and Hinduism, and I think that in
Buddhist history, the problem of instantiation seems to have gradually differentiated the roles of syllogistic and dialectical demonstration respectively for the sake of phenomenal and transcendental
spheres. 5 I believe the beginning of this development can be detected
in Nagarjuna.

IV
It was Dignaga of the 5th century who, for the first time,
theorized the three rules of valid inference (trairufrya). Let us see how
these rules are applicable to demonstration. In order to demonstrate
a breakout of a fire from rising smoke on a distant hill, the speaker is
obliged to create a deductive process in the mind of his listeners
through three steps. Here, let us transcribe the logically concomitant
predications, such as "having smoke" and "having fire," respectively as
"P" and "Q," and a distant hill as "a." T h e demonstration proceeds in
the following order:
(1) P(a) "The hill having smoke"—Reason
(2) (x) (P(x).Q(x)} "Wherever smoke, there fire"—logical Relation
(3) Q(a) "Therefore, the hill having fire"—Conclusion
What is required by Dignaga is that the speaker is obliged to give a
similar instance such as a kitchen (Let us transcribe it as "b") where
both smoke and fire are invariably observed as concomitant, and at
the same time, he is obliged also to give another but dissimilar in90

stance, such as a lake (Let us transcribe it as "/3") where both can never
be observed. Technically, similar instances and dissimilar instances
are respectively called Positive (sapaksa) and Contrapositive (vipaksa)
classes. These two groups of instances can respectively test the validity
of a given logical relation either positively as "P then Q" or contrapositively " - Q then - P . " At the same time, these operations can determine the given locus, such as a hill, as a possible locality where "P" and
"Q" are jointly probable. By transcribing the similar and dissimilar
class members repsectively as "x" and "y," we have the actual instantiations as: 6
(x){P(x).Q(x)} and P(b).Q(b)—anvaw
(y){-Q(v).-P(v)} and -QG8).-P(/8)— vyatireka
and the standard formula of dual instantiations conjointly as:
(X){P(X).Q(X)} . (y){-Q(y),_P(y)}.
It is clear that the deductive process "P(a) then Q(a)" and the
first rule that "the predication, i.e., 'having smoke,' has to be found, in
the locus in question," are equally implied in the dual instantiations,
and more importantly, that the dual instantiations can be regarded as
simultaneous processes in the mind. For, they perform, on the one
hand, inductively class differentiation between sapaksa and vipaksa,
and on the other hand, calculation of truth values in terms of verification as "P.Q" and falsification as " - Q . - P . " My contention is that
Nagarjuna's dialectic can be analyzed in parallel to the formula of
anvaya and xyatireka.

V
Some Naiyayika logicians at the time of Nagarjuna defended
their theory of four pramdnas (Means of Knowledge) as having their
own being by means of a metaphor of lamp-light and nightly darkness. Nagarjuna refutes this in Vigrahairyavartani, to the effect that the
four means of cognition are just as dependent as their respective
objects (prameya). Since the Naiyayika held that knowledge is selfluminous, it is supposed that light is capable of "illumining itself" and
capable of "illumining others." 7 These predications are concomitant, and
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hence they can be transcribed as "P" and "Q" respectively. Darkness,
on the other hand, is an entity capable of obstructing illumination,
and hence falsifies the above predications as " - Q " and "—P." Let
whatever is capable of illumining be a member of sapaksa "x" and
whatever is capable of obstructing illumination be a member of the
class of vipaksa "y." Now, in kdrikd 36, Vigrahavydvartani, Nagarjuna
argues that when light illumines both itself and others, which means
that "x" verifies both "P" and "Q" (anvaya operation), darkness "y"
which is supposed to be simultaneous, operates also in obstructing
illumination, which means that "y" falsifies both predications as "—Q"
and "—P" (vyatireka operation). His argument here is perfectly in
accord with the formula of the dual rules of syllogistic inference:
(x){P(x).Q(x)}.(y){-Q(y).-P(y)}.
Yet the predicament created by this dialectic is due to the unexpected
contradiction which our convention implies, and this feature is suddenly disclosed by the particular context in which two contrary entities are juxtaposed over the same sphere and moment of illumination.
T h e r e is no sophistry here, however, because in convention, the copresence of the agent of illumination and its object is a priori accepted.
Yet I must state that the demonstration acutely points to the fact that
our convention finds no objective reality as a reference for the fact of
illumination.
T h e absence of real object of reference is further demonstrated
in the subsequent kdrikds. Note 8 contains simplified translations of
kdrikds 36 through 39 and their symbolic notations, including my
supplementary dialectic for kdrikds 37 and 39.K Although it is not
directly detectable in the forms of language, the formulas of symbolic
notation can reveal a significant insight behind the apparent absurdity, such as position without contraposition or vice versa. For instance,
kdrikds 37 and 39 show the former case, where illumination alone is
present, as (xy) (P(xy).Q(xy)}, while my supplements represent the
case of contraposition but without position, where darkness alone is present, as (yx){-Q(yx).-P(yx)}. Yet, either of the two cases equally has
its variables as "xy" or "yx" despite "x" and "y" being mutually exclusive. In order to explain the fact of (xy) (P(xy).Q(xy)} or that of
(yx){-Q(yx).-P(yx)} simultaneously, since they are equally derived
in reference to the same sphere and moment, there is only one
condition such that "x" and "y" are identical while simultaneously
92

they are different. This amounts to saying that "x" and "y" could
reciprocally assume each other's nature! How can we call this kind of
entity as anything but "a phantom created by magic!"

VI
I am obliged to reflect upon the significance of what has been
discussed above. T h e way the Madhyamika dialectic could have influenced the system of Buddhist logicians may be retroactively inferred.
No matter whether it is logical or dialectical, the process of our mind
is dualized through the dual operations of anavaya and vyatireka. In
the logical context we are concerned with determining the given
referential variable as a member of sapaksa and also as clearly differentiating it from the class of vipaksa. T h e processes of deduction or
induction here keep two mutually contrapositive variables in separation. In the dialectical context, on the other hand, we shift our
concern toward one and the same sphere and moment where we look
for those two variables for verification or falsification, which necessarily leads to total contradiction. T h e key point is that the logically
separated referential processes such as "a hill having smoke and fire"
and its contraposition "a lake having no fire nor smoke" are copresent in our mind, although in the use of language the position
alone comes into being or vice versa. The negated is nevertheless
definitely there in the process of taking that alternative. T h e Madhyamika critique of convention contributed to the clarification that
o u r use of symbols has its reference exclusively in our mental processes and not anywhere in the external world, and that this referential object in our mind itself is invariably constructed as dual-natured
comprising a potential self-contradiction. I believe that Buddhist logicians took their cues from the Madhyamika dialectics before introducing their theories of apoha as well as ksanabhahga.
For my closing statement, I must admit that my analysis of the
Madhyamika dialectic in terms of the logical structure of anvaya and
vyatireka has not been tried by any one, nor is it in accord with the
traditional Prasarigika approach. If my demonstration can withstand
scrutiny, however, I can confidently say that the Madhyamika dialecticians and Yogacara logicians strived for the same scientific endeavor
as regards to the nature and function of convention. We know that
medieval India witnessed brilliant intellectual activities, much of
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which were due to the controversies sprung spontaneously between
Buddhist logicians and dialecticians on the one hand, and the Naiyayika and Mimamsaka schoolmen on the other. T h e aforementioned
theories (i.e., apoha and ksanabhanga) were the major subject matters of
their exchanges. Considering the fact that Hindu metaphysics and
logical thoughts were originally evolved on the basis of the Grammarian system of thought and convention, I find it is of great interest that
those Buddhist panditas regarded their critical examination of the
basis of Indian civilization itself as a way toward the Buddhist goal of
religious emancipation.

NOTES
1. Vigraha., Comm. under k. 22: ye hi pratityasamiitpannd khdvas te na smvabhava
bhfivanti vi•ahhai<abha\'fit! hnsmatl hetnpraryamsdpeksatx'(it!
2. Ibid., k. 27: athat'd nirmitakdydm yathn striydm striyam ity asadgrdham! mrmitakah
pratihanydt kasyacid evam bhaved etati!
3. KaraUdaratna (Sanskritized by N. Aiyaswami Shastri from the Chinese version
Chang-Chen Lun), Vtsva-Bharati Annals, II (1945), p. 34.
4. Re: Stcherbatsky's translation of Prawnnapadd (ch. 1), which contains the
Priisangika polemics fully as given by Candrakirti against Bhavaviveka: The Conception
of Buddhist ,\'inwia, esp. p. 107 and p. I 19.
5. T h e dual rules of instantiation pragmatically determines the sphere of logical
validity to our empirical world. For literary evidence, refer to Candrakirti's polemics
against Yogacara logicians. Stcherbatsky, /hid., esp. p. 140.
6. Cf. Sankaraswamin's formulation: Nydyapravesafuumtram, COS, vol. 38,
(1930), p. 1. sapak.se sattvam vipakse asattvai
7. Cf. Vatsyayana, S'ydyabhdsyam, Comm., under Ch. II, Sect. 1, sutra 20, where
the author defends and defines the Naiyayika notion of pmmdna in reference to Nagarjuna's critique in Vigrahm>ydvartani.
8. VigraJm., kk. 3 6 - 3 9 :
k. 36:
anvaya and i<yatireka

k. 37:
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Where light illumines
(x){P(x).Q(x)} . (y){-Q(y).-P(x)}
itself and darkness.
Darkness also obstructs
illumination there.*
am'aya without lyatireka
Where there is light
(x){P(x).Q(x)} . - l ( y ) { - Q ( y ) . - P ( y ) } |
there is no darkness.
How can light illumine
=
(xy){P(xy).Q(xy)}
anything?*

Supplement:

lyatireka without anvaw
Where there is darkness
-|(x){P(x).Q(x) }| . (y){-Q(y).-P(y)}
there is no light.
How can light illumine
anything:=
(yx){-Q(yx).-P(yx)}
k. .SH:
nnvaxa (mil vyntirrfot
Does light illumine
(x){P(x).Q(x)} . (\){-Q(v).-P(v)}
darkness at its
moment of arising?
No. light does not reach
it from the beginning.*
k. S9:
amin/i with v\atirrka
If light here illumines
(x){P(x).Q(x)} . - | ( y ) { - Q ( y ) . - P ( y ) } |
darkness without reaching it,
=
(xy){P(xv).Q(xy)}
This light illumines all
the world.*
Supplement:
witueka without ammo
If darkness here destroys
-|(x) {P(x).Q(x) }|.(y) {-Q(y).- P(y)}
light without reaching
it.
=
(yx){-Q(yx).-P(yx)}
Ibis darkness destroys
light in all the world.

•Karikas 3fi-:i9 in Sanskrit:
\(uli en wapardtmanau trad vmunena praknsayatyagiuh:
prarrhddayisyati tamah svapardtmdnau hutdxa ix>ui: 3ti
tidsti tamasta jialonc yatra <a tisthati prirdtmani jralanahi
haute k/itham prahdsan; m hi prakdso ndhakdravadhahj: 'M
utpadxamdva eva pmkdsayaty tifrnir ity asadxndalh'
utpfidyamdn/i eva prdpvoti tamo mi hi hutdsah!: 3H
aprdpto 'pi jvnlann xadi vd pmi/tr nndhrikdmm itptdiaiixdt
\(UTt'\u lohaiihdtiisu tamo \a>» ilia srnnsthito lumxdt
'M.)

F.ditor's note: T h e following information should be added to note 3:
tath>atah mmskrtdh sihiyd mdydvat pratyayodbhai'dti. Although this sanskritization does not
apply paramdrthatas and hetupratyayatd. these usages, as identical with tattvata\ and pratxawdhhava respectively, are authentic as Bhavaviveka's in his other works.
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